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QUESTION 1

One of the key execution capabilities that Oracle Manufacturing Cloud offers is that you can generate and manage work
order exceptions. 

Which option shows the production exception types that can be reported by the production operator? 

A. Work Area, Work Center, and Resources 

B. Work Center and Resources 

C. Resources and Components 

D. Work Area, Work Center, Resources, and Components 

E. Work Area, Work Center, Resources, Components, and Miscellaneous 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The Manufacturing Engineer, responsible for creating and maintaining the Work Definitions, has scheduled the Process
Item Structure Changes to Work Definitions program. However, after the execution of the program the engineer did not
receive a notification with the details of the Item Structure changes. 

Which two reasons could cause this? 

A. The engineer does not have Data access to Items Attributes. 

B. The engineer does not have Data access to Items. 

C. The engineer does not have Data access to Manufacturing plant in which the Item Structure change was performed. 

D. The engineer does not have Data access to Item Structures. 

E. The engineer does not have the Manage Work Definitions function privilege. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

The production user wants to report Work Order completion. 

Identify two ways of reporting the progress of work order at work order operation level. 

A. Change Move status to Ready. 

B. Complete using quantity completion 

C. Complete with Details 



D. Quick Complete 

E. Change status of Operation to completed 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify four parameters that are considered in the calculation of manufacturing lead time in Oracle Manufacturing
Cloud. 

A. Resource calendars of the work centers involved 

B. The primary work definition of the item 

C. The lot size of the item 

D. The shifts are defined in the plant calendar 

E. Plant calendar exceptions 

F. Resource calendar exceptions 

Correct Answer: BCDF 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has a distribution warehouse (DW) for After Sales and Service and an in-house manufacturing plant (MP).
Sales orders are created and shipped from DW. 

Identify the two Sourcing Rules that need to be set for order promising to schedule the order. 

A. Define Local sourcing rule for organization MP: Source Type Make At, Source MP 

B. Define Local sourcing rule for organization DW: Source Type Make From, Source MP 

C. Define Local sourcing rule for organization MP: Source Type Transfer To, Source DW 

D. Define Local sourcing rule for organization DW: Source Type Transfer From, Source MP 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify two reports that provide work order cost-related information to the costing user. 

A. Work order Operational Analysis 

B. WIP Balance by Plant 

C. Purchase Variance Summary 



D. Cost Accounting Dashboard 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

An order entry specialist creates a Back-to-Back order for product item with an intention of fulfilling by in-house
manufacturing. The fulfillment line is scheduled and Supply Chain Orchestration (SCO) has initiated creation of a Supply
Order rather than Work Order. 

Identify two options that can cause this situation. 

A. Sourcing rules for the product item are defined as Make as well as Transfer. 

B. Sourcing rule for the product item is defined as Make, but Work Definition is not defined. 

C. Sourcing rules for the product item are defined as Buy as well as Transfer. 

D. Sourcing rule for the product item is defined as Buy. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer is a light assembly manufacturing company that doesn\\'t require shop floor control. A manufacturing
engineer wants to generate a work definition automatically for some items, and wants to eliminate the explicit
maintenance of work definitions. 

Which three steps must be completed and verified in the Work Definition area? 

A. Ensure the predefined work definition name ORA_MAIN name is active. 

B. Select a resource that is to be used in automatic work definition by enabling the attribute Default for automatic work
definition. 

C. Select a standard operation that is to be used in automatic work definition by enabling the attribute Default for
automatic work definition. 

D. Ensure the item is a standard item with a secondary item structure. 

E. Ensure there is only one default standard operation at a given point in time. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 9

A Manufacturing Engineer in a plant is creating an alternative manufacturing process for an item using its existing Work
Definitions. After copying from the existing Work Definition WD1 to the alternative Work Definition WD2, the engineer
finds that the operation items were not copied in the alternative manufacturing process WD2. 

Identify the reason. 



A. The Production Priority was not populated in the new Work Definition WD2 during creation. 

B. The Item and Structure Name in the existing Work Definition WD1 were retained in the new Work Definition WD2 as
well during creation. 

C. The Item and Structure Name were changed in the new Work Definition WD2 during creation. 

D. The Start Data was not populated in the new Work Definition WD2 during creation. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

You are monitoring the production status on your shop floor. The production operator informs you that a particular
resource that was not functioning for the past week is now back in operation. Which option shows the steps to quickly
release the work orders affected by this operation, which were put on hold using the mobile application? 

A. Select the infotile On Hold> Select a work order you want to release> Select the work order operation on hold >
Swipe left on the work order name> Tap or click the Release action, and click OK 

B. Select the infotile On Hold> Select a work order you want to release> Swipe left on the work order name> Tap or
click the Release action, and click OK 

C. Select the infotile Unreleased> Select a work order you want to release>Swipe left on the work order name> Tap or
click the Release action, and click OK 

D. Select the infertile Dispatch List> Select a work order operation you want to release> Swipe left on the work order
name> Tap or click the Release action, and click OK 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

You have been asked to set up cost estimates for 10 different purchased items. Which two steps could be used to
accomplish this task? 

A. Use the Mass Edit functionality. 

B. Run the ESS process "Update Item Cost Estimate". 

C. Enter cost estimates directly into UI. 

D. Call web service. 

E. Import spreadsheet. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 12

In your customer\\'s manufacturing facility, different types of Movement Requests are created. Key manufacturing



components are issued to the work orders form the manufacturing subinventory. The manufacturing subinventory
receives its supplies form the Warehouse subinventory through automatically created Movement Requests. 

Which type of Movement Requests should you use to fill the manufacturing subinventory form the Warehouse
subinventory? 

A. Batch Wave Movement Requests 

B. Pick Wave Movement Requests 

C. Replenishment Requests 

D. Requisition Movement Requests 

Correct Answer: D 
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